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Nova Scotia 

Commercial Vehicles 

Oliver Wyman Selected Loss Trend Rates  
Based on Industry Data Through December 31, 2013 

 

Selected Trend Rates - Summary 
 

The following table presents our selected past and future annual loss cost trend rates as of 

December 2013.  We discuss and present our methodology and assumptions in selecting our 

trend rates in this report.  

 

    

Coverage 
Past 

Loss Cost
Future 

Loss Cost
Bodily Injury -3.0% -3.0% 
Property Damage -1.0% -1.0% 
Accident Benefits +0.0% +0.0% 
Collision -3.0% -3.0% 
Comprehensive +1.0% +1.0% 
Specified Perils +1.0% +1.0% 

 

 

 

In selecting loss trend rates we consider the Bill 52 reforms enacted on April 28, 2010 that 

changed the definition of a minor injury and the cap amount applied to such minor injuries 

for pain and suffering awards.  We also consider the Fair Insurance Act effective April 1, 

2012 that enhanced the Accident Benefit coverage limits; and the introduction of DCPD in 

April 2013.   We discuss these considerations more fully in this report. 
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Loss Trend Rates 

 

Loss trend rates are factors that are used to determine rate level indications.  They are 

applied to the experience period incurred losses to adjust for the cost levels that are 

anticipated during the policy period covered under the proposed rate program.  

 

The loss trend rates presented in this report are Board approved for use by insurers either 

directly or as a credibility complement to their own experience-based loss trend rates in 

those cases where their own data is too limited to serve as the sole basis for selecting loss 

trend rates. 

 

The application of trend rates is, essentially, a two-step process.  The data in the experience 

period under consideration must be adjusted to reflect changes in cost conditions that have 

taken place (i.e., “past trend”), and then the data must be further adjusted to reflect changes 

in cost conditions that are expected to take place between the present time and the time 

during which the new premiums will be in effect (i.e., “future trend”).  

 

Therefore, past trend rates should reflect the underlying trend patterns that occurred during 

the experience period, which we have assumed to be the three to five years ending 

December 31, 2013.  Future trend rates should reflect those same patterns that occurred 

during the experience period, as well as the likelihood that those patterns may change.   

 

We select trend rates based on historical Industry Nova Scotia claim experience.  The 

Industry data is organized by half-year, and in this report we refer to the first half of an 

accident half year as XXXX-1 and the second half of the accident year as XXXX-2. So, for 

example, the accident half-year spanning January 1, 2013 through June 30, 2013 is referred 

to as 2013-1. 
 

We derive indicated annual loss trend rates based on a regression model using Industry 

historical accident year loss and loss adjustment expense data that we project to ultimate 

cost level (when all claims are reported and settled) using the Industry loss development 

factors we select. 
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We consider the latest fifteen years of Industry Nova Scotia claim experience, but 

generally select past trend rates based on the claim experience for the accident years spanning 

2004 through 2013.  For purposes of data stability we typically review the data in annual 

accident periods.  As described more fully below, due to the introduction of Bill 1 in November 

2003 and Bill 52 in April 2010, which increases the Bodily Injury minor injury cap on pain and 

suffering to $7,5001 from $2,500, we first adjust the experience data by accident half-year, but 

the trend analysis is performed on the adjusted annual accident year experience.    

In selecting future trend rates, we adjust (as appropriate) our selected past trend rates after 

giving consideration to the changes that have occurred over the past three years where we 

see a (consistent) new pattern emerging.  
 

The identification of the underlying trend patterns over the experience period, which is a 

matter of actuarial judgment, is challenging because factors such as statistical fluctuation in 

the data points, changes in the underlying exposure, or abnormal weather conditions, etc., 

can make the underlying trend patterns difficult to discern. And, the pattern is even more 

difficult to decipher due to the challenge to the Bodily Injury reforms during 2007 to 2009, 

the new MIR reforms implemented in the first half of 2010, and the increase in Accident 

Benefits sub coverage limits effective April 1, 2012.   For this reason, we model the data 

several different ways in an attempt to identify the underlying trends during the experience 

period: with and without certain data points that are considered to be statistical outliers, and 

over time periods that are longer than the experience period as a means of increasing the 

stability/reliability of the data being analyzed.    

 

Estimation of Industry Ultimate Claim Counts and Loss Amounts 
 
The Industry Nova Scotia experience upon which the loss trend rates are based must be adjusted 

to an ultimate claim count and claim amount level.  We do so through the application of what are 

referred to as development factors to the reported claim counts and claim amounts as of 

December 31, 2013.  We select development factors based on a review of the Industry Nova 

Scotia loss development patterns; we do this by coverage.   Our selected development factors are 

generally based on the volume weighted average of the last twelve observed (accident half-year) 

development factors.  The exceptions are as follows: 

                                                 
1 The amount of the cap is indexed, and increased to $7,956 on January 1, 2012, $8,100 on January 1, 

2013 and $8,213 on January 1, 2014. 
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Bodily Injury Claim Count 114-ultimate 1.00 

Bodily Injury Claim Amount 60-66, 72-78; 114-
ultimate 

All period average excluding 
high/low; 1.00 

Property Damage Claim Amount 36-42; 96-ultimate All period average excluding 
high/low; 1.00 

Accident Benefits 

Including UM 

Claim Count 114-ultimate  1.00 

Accident Benefits 

Including UM 

Claim Amount 6-108; 108 – ultimate All period average excluding 
high/low;100 

Collision Claim Count 54-66, 114-ultimate 1.00 

Collision Claim Amount 54-60, 114-ultimate 1.00 

Comprehensive Claim Count 114-ultimate 1.00 

Comprehensive Claim Amount 48-54, 60-72,114-
ultimate 

1.00 

 
 
Exhibit II, Page 1 and Exhibit II, Page 2 attached present our selected cumulative claim count 

and claim amount development factors, respectively.  We note that as a result of these selected 

development factors, our estimated ultimate claim amounts by accident half-year have changed 

from our last study, and these changes contribute to the changes in our selected trend rates.  

 

Consideration of Severity, Frequency, and Loss Cost Trend Patterns 
 

In selecting past and future trend rates by coverage, we typically examine the separate trend 

patterns for claim severity and claim frequency, and then combine the selected severity and 

frequency trend rates to arrive at a selected loss cost trend rate.  However, our review of the 

severity and frequency trend patterns over the recent past suggests to us that we may not fully 

reflect the correlation that seemingly exists between severity and frequency if we separately 

select severity and frequency trend rates over different time periods.  For this reason we tend to 

select past and future trend rates by directly examining the trend pattern for loss cost. 

 

 
Selection of Past Trend Rates 
 

The Time Period We Consider  
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In our judgment, a ten-year period is, generally, a reasonable time period for determining the 

underlying trend rates for the Bodily Injury and Accident Benefits coverages, while the five-year 

period is a reasonable time period for determining the underlying trend rates for the Property 

Damage, Collision, and Comprehensive coverages.   

 

We also give consideration to a possible change in reporting pattern that might have 

occurred beginning January 2008 as a result of challenges to the Minor Injury Regulations - 

in particular, the Decision by the Supreme Court of Nova Scotia to uphold the Minor Injury 

Regulation released on December 15, 2009, and the Supreme Court of Canada’s Decision 

on May 27, 2010 to refuse leave to appeal the Decision.    

 

As well, we give consideration to Bill 52, an amendment to the Automobile Accident 

Minor Injury Regulations of the Insurance Act, enacted on April 28, 2010; and the Fair Act 

Insurance Reforms enacted on April 1, 2012 which introduced higher maximum benefit 

levels for Accident Benefits sub-coverages. 

 

And effective April 1, 2013, the DCPD coverage was introduced in Nova Scotia.  We give 

consideration to this change in our selected trend rates for both Property Damage (which 

includes DCPD) and Collision.  

 
 

The Data Points We Consider  

We recognize that the indicated trends produced by the regression model (particularly those over 

a five-year period) can be sensitive to one or two of the data points.  And since the points 

represent estimates of ultimate claim frequency rates, or in the case of severity, estimates of 

ultimate average loss amounts per claim, errors in estimation could lead to over or under 

estimation of the underlying trend rates.  We also recognize that consideration must be given to 

how closely the regression model fits the data points, and that adjustments may be necessary for 

outlying data points.  For these reasons in selecting what we believe to be appropriate loss cost 

trend rates we consider the indicated trends with the exclusion of various data points.    

 

 

Adjustment of Bodily Injury Data for Reforms 

In our opinion, the Bodily Injury data is not sufficiently credible for estimating the effect of the 

reforms on the Bodily Injury loss costs.  Thus, for reasons of data credibility, we select a Bill 1 

reform factor for Bodily Injury of -21% and a Bill 52 reform factor for Bodily Injury of +17%  - 
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the same as we selected in our prior loss trend analysis and as we select for our  private 

passenger vehicle loss trend analysis.   We make an appropriate adjustment to the estimated 

Bodily Injury losses for Bill 1 and Bill 52 before performing the trend analysis.   

 

Selection  

Given the extent to which calculated loss trend rates vary, sometimes considerably,  

depending on the trend measurement  period – even with the various  exclusions - we find 

that a selected trend rate based on an average of calculated trend rates to be appropriate.  

An averaging approach also introduces stability in the selected trend rates over time.  

 

 

Our Selected Past Trend Rates 

 

Bodily Injury 

 

Based on data as of December 31, 2012, we selected a past loss cost trend rate of -3.0%.   

 

The unadjusted annual data through December 31, 2013 shows the 2013 loss cost to have 

decreased by approximately 31% over the 2012 loss cost.  Although the introduction of Bill 52 in 

April 2010 would have affected the loss costs in 2010, we suggest the steep increase (+97%) in 

2010 over 2009 is due to volatility, and not Bill 52 - as the average severity increased from 

$29,000 (2009) to $56,000 (2010), but then declined to $38,000 (2011). 

 

This coverage has exhibited a high degree of loss cost volatility as indicated from the January- 

December accident year-to-accident year loss cost changes based on the unadjusted data: 

 

2006 to 2007:  -2% 

2007 to 2008:   -13% 

2008 to 2009:   -23% 

2009 to 2010:  +97% 

2010 to 2011:   -21% 

2011 to 2012:     -7% 

2012 to 2013:   -31% 

 

We present the following calculated historical annual loss cost trend rates below based on the 

loss costs adjusted for the historical reforms. 
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Ten-year ending 2013: -6.5% 

Ten-year ending 2012: -6.1% 

Ten-year ending 2011: -7.7% 

Ten-year ending 2013 ex high/low: -3.7% 

Ten-year ending 2012 ex high/low: -4.4% 

Ten-year ending 2011ex high/low: -5.4% 

 

Five-year ending 2013: -6.5% 

Five-year ending 2012: +1.8% 

Five-year ending 2011: +0.5% 

Five-year ending 2013 ex high/low: +8.3% 

Five-year ending 2012 ex high/low: -0.8% 

Five-year ending 2011 ex high/low:  -2.2% 

 

We continue to select a past trend rate of -3%, the approximate average of the above indicated 

trend rates. 

 

 

Property Damage (including DCPD) 

 

Based on data as of December 31, 2012, we selected a past loss cost trend rate of +0.0%.   

 

The data through December 31, 2013 shows the 2013 loss cost to have decreased by 

approximately 11% compared to the 2012 loss cost.   This 11% decrease is driven by a 25% 

decrease in the frequency rate, offset by an 18% increase in severity.  Other than volatility, we 

are unable to explain why the frequency rate would decline to this extent.  We note that the 

Private Passenger Vehicles experience (where we observed an increase in the PD/ DCPD 

frequency rate and a decrease in the Collision frequency rate which we suggest is due to 

introduction of DCPD in 2013) is unlike the Commercial Vehicle experience. 

 

This coverage has exhibited some loss cost volatility as indicated from the January- December 

accident year-to-accident year loss cost changes: 

 

2006 to 2007:  -9% 

2007 to 2008:   -10% 
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2008 to 2009:   +5% 

2009 to 2010:  +1% 

2010 to 2011:   -1% 

2011 to 2012:   -2% 

2012 to 2013: -11% 

 

Historical loss cost trends are as follows: 

 

Ten-year ending 2013: -2.1% 

Ten-year ending 2012: -0.9% 

Ten-year ending 2013 ex high/low: -1.3% 

Ten-year ending 2012 ex high/low: -0.6% 

 

Five-year ending 2013: -3.1% 

Five-year ending 2012: +0.5% 

Five-year ending 2013 ex high/low: -0.6% 

Five-year ending 2012 ex high/low:  -0.6% 

 

We select a past trend rate of -1.0%, the approximate average of the above indicated trend rates. 

 

 

Accident Benefits 

 

Based on data as of December 31, 2012, we selected a past loss cost trend rate of +0.0%.   

 

This coverage has exhibited a high degree of loss cost volatility as indicated from the January- 

December accident year-to-accident year loss cost changes: 

 

2006 to 2007:  -60% 

2007 to 2008:  +226 % 

2008 to 2009:   -63% 

2009 to 2010:  -18% 

2010 to 2011:   +154% 

2011 to 2012:   -31% 

2012 to 2013:  +61% 
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The data through December 31, 2013 shows the 2013 loss cost to have increased by 

approximately 61%, over the 2012 loss cost.  This is attributed to a 24% increase in severity and 

a 30% increase in frequency.    Although the introduction of the Fair Insurance Act in April 2012 

was expected to increase loss costs, the 2012 loss costs2 decreased from 2011.   

 

However, we observe that the average severity for the two years 2012 to 2013 is approximately 

$11,200; and this is higher than the average severity for the prior period (2004 to 2011) at 

approximately $7,700.  We assume some of this increase in the severity is related to the reforms.   

 

Given the uncertainty of the impact of the reforms and the volatility in the loss experience, we 

consider the loss cost trend rates for the periods ending December 2010, 2011, 2012 and 2013. 

 

Historical loss cost trends are as follows: 

 

Ten-year ending 2013: +3.5% 

Ten-year ending 2012: -1.3% 

Ten-year ending 2011: -4.1% 

Ten-year ending 2010: -8.6% 

 

Ten-year ending 2013 ex high/low: +5.1% 

Ten-year ending 2012 ex high/low: -0.1% 

Ten-year ending 2011 ex high/low: -3.3% 

Ten-year ending 2010 ex high/low: -11.4% 

 

We also considered the five-year trends rates, with and without the exclusion of high and low 

points and calculated loss cost trend rates ranging from +26% to -18%.    

 

In light of these indicated trend rates and the loss cost volatility, we continue to select a past 

trend rate of +0.0%. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
2 There were not any reported death benefit/funeral claims in the five years ending 2012; with 1 funeral 

claim and 2 death benefits claims in 2013.  Hence, it is not likely any increase in the 2012 severity is 
due to the increased benefit level for these subcoverages. 
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Collision 

 

Based on data as of December 31, 2012, we selected a past loss cost trend rate of -1.5%.    

 

The data through December 31, 2013 shows the 2013 loss cost to be less than the 2012 loss cost 

by approximately 5%.    

 

This coverage has exhibited less loss cost volatility in the last six years compared to the other 

coverages.  The following are the January- December accident year-to-accident year loss cost 

changes: 

 

2006 to 2007: +4% 

2007 to 2008:  -5% 

2008 to 2009:   -7% 

2009 to 2010:  -8% 

2010 to 2011:   -4% 

2011 to 2012:   -8% 

2012 to 2013:  -5% 

 

Historical loss cost trends are as follows: 

 

Ten-year ending 2013: -0.9% 

Ten-year ending 2012: +2.1% 

Ten-year ending 2013 ex high/low: -2.2% 

Ten-year ending 2012 ex high/low: +0.5% 

 

Five-year ending 2013: -6.1% 

Five-year ending 2012: -6.6% 

Five-year ending 2013 ex high/low: -5.8% 

Five-year ending 2012 ex high/low:  -6.1% 

 

We select a past trend rate of -3.0%, the approximate average of the above trend rates.   
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Comprehensive 

 

Based on data as of December 31, 2012, we selected a past loss cost trend rate of -1.5%.   

 

The data through December 31, 2013 shows the 2013 loss cost to be less than the 2012 loss cost 

by approximately 2%.    

 

This coverage has exhibited loss cost volatility as indicated from the January- December 

accident year-to-accident year loss cost changes: 

 

2006 to 2007:  +52% 

2007 to 2008:  -14% 

2008 to 2009:   -19% 

2009 to 2010:  -11% 

2010 to 2011:   +23% 

2011 to 2012:   -2% 

2012 to 2013:   -2% 

 

Historical loss cost trends are as follows: 

 

Ten-year ending 2013: -1.0% 

Ten-year ending 2012: +1.2% 

Ten-year ending 2013 ex high/low: -0.1% 

Ten-year ending 2012 ex high/low: -0.7% 

 

Five-year ending 2013: +3.2% 

Five-year ending 2012: -1.7% 

Five-year ending 2013 ex high/low: +1.7% 

Five-year ending 2012 ex high/low:  +2.9% 

 

We select a past trend rate of +1.0%, the approximate average of the above trend rates. 

 

 

Specified Perils 

Due to insufficient data, we select the same past loss cost trend rate as we do for Comprehensive, 

+1.0%. 
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Selection of Future Trend Rates 
 
The data is not credible enough to discern any changes in trend patterns that may have occurred 

over the past one to three years.  Hence, for all coverages we select a future trend rate that is the 

same as our selected past trend rate.   

 

 

Selected Trend Rates - Summary 
 

The following table presents our selected past and future annual frequency, severity, and loss 

cost (the product of frequency and severity) trend rates. 

 

 

Coverage 
Past 

Loss Cost
Future 

Loss Cost
Bodily Injury -3.0% -3.0% 
Property Damage -1.0% -1.0% 
Accident Benefits +0.0% +0.0% 
Collision -3.0% -3.0% 
Comprehensive +1.0% +1.0% 
Specified Perils +1.0% +1.0% 

 
 
Reform Factors 

 
For reasons of data credibility, we select a Bill 1 reform factor for Bodily Injury of -21% and a 

Bill 52 reform factor for Bodily Injury of +17% - the same as we selected in our prior loss trend 

report and the same as that we presented in our May 12, 2010 report to the Superintendent of 

Insurance.   Given the limited and volatile commercial automobile accident benefits claims 

experience, we make no direct adjustment to the 2012 Accident Benefit loss cost experience at 

this time for the FAIR Insurance reforms implemented in April 2012.   

 
 
Exhibits 
 
In Exhibit I we present the historical loss cost, severity and frequency data by accident half year 
over the fifteen year period from 1999 to 2013, as well as the data points in graph form.  In 
Exhibit II we present our selected cumulative claim count and claim amount development 
factors. 
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